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ON PROJECTIVE MAPPING OF

RECURRENT FINSLER SPACES

HONG SUH PARK AND BYUNG Doo KIM

o. Introduction

A diffeomorphism of a Finsler space F n to another Finsler space pn
is called a projective mapping if it maps an arbitrary geodesic on a geo
desic. Projective mappings in Finsler spaces have been studied by several
authors([1),[2),[3],[4],[5]). Under the projective mapping, the projective
deviation tensor is invariant and the curvature tensor of Berwald is also
invariant if it satisfies a condition Qi = O.

The purpose of the present paper is to consider projective mappings
between the recurrent Finsler spaces. After having introduced the main
relations about projective mappings, in Theorem 3, we have the relations
between a recurrent Finsler space Fn with the recurrence vector Km and
another recurrent Finsler space pn with the recurrence vector km.

1. The Berwald connection and projective mapping

Let F n = (M n
, L) be an n-dimensional Finsler space with the funda

mental function L(x, y) homogeneous of the first degree in y, where x is
a point of Mn and y is an element of support. The metric tensor of Fn
is given by

. 0
where we put Oi = ~.

uy'
The equation of a geodesic in Fn is written as

(1.1) dyi .. k . (ddXt
i

__ Vi)- +,.' yJY = ay'dt J k ,
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with respect to a general parameter t, where "fjik are Christoffel symbols
constructed from gij. Throughout the present paper we shall use the
usual index °to denote the contraction with the element of support yi.

Putting

(1.2) 2Gi - i G i - 6 Gi G i _ 6 G i
- "fo 0' j - Vj , k j - Vk j'

we can define the Berwald connection B = (Gj, G~j) by

(1.3) Tij(k) = OkTij - 8mTijGi. + TjG':' k - TimGj ;"

. 0
for a Finsler tensor field T*j(x, y), where Ok = oxk '

Now, we consider two Finsler spaces F R= (M R
, L) and pR = (M R

, L)
on a common underlying manifold. As is well known, the mapping L ----+

L is a projective if and only if there exists a scalar field p(x, y) on MR
such that

(1.4)

The projective factor p(x, y) is positively homogeneous function of degree
1 in y. From (1.4) we can readily obtain

(1.5)

(1.6)

(}i j = G i
j + yipj + 6i

j P,

(}/ k = G/ k + yipjk + 6;Pk + 61pj,

where we put Pj = 8 jp and Pjk = 8kPj.
On the other hand, the deviation tensor and the curvature tensor are

given by

(1.7) H i
j = 20j G i - omGijym + 2G/mGm - G i mGj,

(1.8) H/k = ~(ajHik - 8kH i
j ), H h

i
jk = 8hH/k,

which satisfy the identities

(a) q(hjk)Hhi jk = 0,

(1.9) (b) U(hjk)H/ k(h) = 0,

(c) U(hjk){Hn: hj(k) + G':' hrH/k} = 0,
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where G hi jk = 8hG/ k> and O'(hjk) means cyclic permutation of the in
dices ,1" j, k and summation.

Contracting H h
i
j and H h

i
jk , we obtain

(1.10)

(a) H O
i
jk = H/k , (b) H o

i
k = H\,

(c) Hjk = H/ka = 8j H k, H/a = Hj,

(d) H Ok = H k, (e) Ho = (n -l)H,

(f) Ha\j = Hjh - Hhj, (g) H~ = 0,

(h) H/ k = -Hk
i
j , (i) HiO = (n - 1)8iH - Hi.

S.C.Rastogi discussed the properties of the projective factor p(x, y)
satisfying the condition Qi = P(i) - PPi = 0 [4]. We shall investigate the
meaning of Qi = O. In this case, the curvature tensor is invariant under
the projective transformation (1.4), that is, Hh

i
jk = H h

i
jk .

S.C.Rastogi proved the following [4].

THEOREM A. H Qi = 0, then the scalar p(x, y) and its derivatives
satisfy the equations:

(1.11)

(a) PrH/i = 0,

(b) PrkH/i + PrH{ji = 0,

(c) O'(ijkdPrkH/i} = O.

Trancsvectiong (1.11 a) by yj and using (1.10 b), we have

(1.12)

Differentiating (1.12) with respect to yk and interchanging i and k, we
have

(1.13)

by virtue of (1.8) and (1.11).
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2. Projective mappings between recurrent Finsler spaces

A Finsler space pn is called recurrent [6] ifthe curvature tensor H h
i
jk

of pn satisfies

(2.1)

(2.2)

where Km is a non-zero covariant vector field and the curvature tensor
does not vanish.

Let Br = (G k
i
j' Gi j) be the Berwald connection on the space pn =

(Mn,L) obtained from pn = (Mn,L) by a projective transformation
(1.4). Then the covariant derivative of the curvature tensor in pn is
given by

Hhijk(m) = 8mHhijk - aaHhijkCrm + HhajkGai m

- HaijkGham - HhiakG/m - HhijaGt m·

We assume that a recurrent space pn is transformed into another
recurrent space pn by a projective transfomation. Using the fact that
the curvature tensor satisfying Qi = 0 is invariant under the projective
mapping, and using (1.5) and (1.6), we have from (2.2)

(2.3)

(Km - Km)Hhijk - aaHhijk(~:n + pmya) + Hhajk(yipam

+ S~Pm + S:nPa) - H a
i jk(yaphm + Sf;.Pm + S~Ph)

- H h
iak(yapjm + SJPm + S~j) - Hhija(yapkm

+ S;Pm + S~Pk) = O.

where Km is a recurrence vector in pn.
Now, we shall see how the recurrence vectors Km and km change

by the projective transfromation. First, we shall discuss the case of
Km = Km, that is, the recurrence vector of the pn and the pn are
same.

(i) The case of Km = Km

Since p(x, y) and H hi j k(x, y) are homogeneous of degree 1 and degree
oin y respectively, we find

(2.4)
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Thus, transvectiong (2.3) with ym and yh, we have

253

(2.5)

Transvecting this with yi, we obtain

(2.6)

which is a contradiction. In fact, since the curvature tensor does not
vanish, the deviation tensor H i

k also does not vanish owing to (1.8).
Hence, under the non-trivial transformation (lA) the space does not
have the same recurrence vector.

THEOREM 1. Ha recurrent Finsler space Fn is transformed into an
otber recurrent one pn by a projective transformation (l.4) satisfying
Qi = 0, tben tbe Fn and pn do not bave tbe same recurrence vector.

Next, we assume that the Fn and pn are both recurrent spaces with
the different recurrence vectors.

(ii) The casse Km =I Km

By the similar method above, transvecting (2.3) with ym and yh, we
find

(2.7) (Ko - Ko)H/k - 3pH/k + HijPk - HikPi = O.

From (1.10 g) we obtain

(2.8)

Since the deviation tensor does not vanish, we have

LEMMA 2. H a recurrent space Fn is transformed into anotber recur
rent one pn witb tbe different recurrence vectors respectively, tben we
bave

(2.9) Ko - Ko = 4p.

We consider the case (2.9). Substituting (2.9) into (2.7), we get
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(2.16)

(2.19)

Differentiating this equation with respect to yl and cyclic permutation
of the indices l,j, k and summation, we have

(2.10) U(jkl)H/kPI = 0,

by virtue of (1.8). Contracting (2.10) with respect to i and k and using
(1.10), we obtain

(2.11) HjPI - H,Pj = O.

Transvecting (2.11) with yj, we get

(2.12) (n - l)Hpl - pH, = 0,

where the scalar curvature H is non-zero.
On the other hand, transvecting (2.3) with yh and cyclic permutation

of the indices rn, j, k and summation, we have

(2.13) (j(mjk)(Km - Km)H/k = O.

Transvecting this equation with ym and using (2.9), we get

(2.14) 4pH/k - (Kj - Kj)Hi
k + (Kk - Kk)Hij = O.

Next, contracting (2.14) with respect to i and k and using (1.10 c), we
have

(2.15) (Km - Km)Hj = (n - l)(Kj - Kj)H - 4pHj.

Moreover, transvecting (2.3) with yh and yj and using (1.10), (1.11)
and (2.4), we have

(Km - Km)Hi
k + HakPamyi

from which

(2.17) (Km - Km)H'k = pH/Ok'

in view of (2.12). From (1.10 f) and (1.10 i), (2.17) may be written as

(2.18) (Km - Km)Hj = p{(n - 1)8jH - 2Hk}.

On substituting (2.15) in (2.18), from (2.12) we have

K j - K j = p(8jH/H) + 2pj

= p8j(log Hp2
).

This shows the relation of two recurrence vectors under the projective
mapping (1.4). Hence we ahve
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THEOREM 3. H a recurrent space FR with the recurrence vector Km
is transformed into another recurrent one FR with the recurrence vector
Km by a projective transformation (1.4) satisfying Qi = 0, then we have

By virtue of (2.15) and (2.12), we can easily prove the following the
orem.

THEOREM 4. H a recurrent space FR with the recurrence vector Km
is transfromed into another recurrent one Fn with the recurrence vec
tor Km by a projective transformtion (1.4) satisfying Qi = 0, then the
following equations are equivalent
(a) Km - Km = 4pm,
(b)(Ka - Ka)H:n = o.
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